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Bismillah-ir-Rahman-ir-Rahim
Dean Anderson,
Faculty Members,
Graduating Students and Parents,
Distinguished Guests,
Ladies and Gentlemen
I am deeply honoured to be here and deeply grateful for your invitation. This is a memorable
day both in your personal lives and in the life of this School—and I am pleased to share in it.
They say that a good graduation speaker is someone who can talk in someone else’s sleep. I
hope we can break that pattern today.
An opinion poll reported recently that what American graduates want as their graduation
speaker more than anyone is “someone they could relate to”. But that test, says the poll,
showed the most popular university speaker in recent years was the Sesame street character,
Kermit the Frog. I found it a bit intimidating to wonder just where the Imam of the Shia
Ismaili Muslims would rank on the “relating” scale in comparison to Kermit the Frog.
Ceremonies of the sort we observe today are valuable because they help us to bridge the past
and the future – to see ourselves as players in larger narratives. This School’s narrative is
now sixty years old – embracing the whole of the postwar period. In that time you have
dramatically broadened both the communities you serve and the programs through which
you serve them.
Your history reflects a continuing conviction that the challenges of our times are
fundamentally global ones – calling both for multi-disciplinary and multi-national responses.
Even as SIPA marks its 60th anniversary, I am approaching an anniversary of my own – the
50th anniversary next year of my role as Imam of the Shia Imami Ismaili Muslims.
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While I was educated in the West, my perspective over these fifty years has been profoundly
shaped by the countries of South and Central Asia, the Middle East and Africa, where the
Ismaili people live and where they are largely concentrated. For five decades, that has been
my world – my virtually permanent preoccupation. And it is out of that experience that I
speak today.
For the developing world, the past half-century has been a time of recurring hope and
frequent disappointment. Great waves of change have washed over the landscape – from the
crumbling of colonial hegemonies in mid century to the recent collapse of communist
empires. But too often, what rushed in to replace the old order were empty hopes—not only
the false allure of state socialism, non-alignment, and single-party rule, but also the false
glories of romantic nationalism and narrow tribalism, and the false dawn of runaway
individualism.
There have been welcome exceptions to this pattern, of course. But too often, one step
forward has been accompanied by two steps back. Hope for the future has often meant hope
for survival, not hope for progress. The old order yielded its place, but a new world was not
ready to be born.
Today, this sense of frustration is compounded – both in rich and poor nations – by a host
of new challenges. They range from changing weather patterns to mutating viruses, from
new digital and bio-genetic technologies to new patterns of family life and a new
intermingling of cultures.
As the world economy integrates, global migrations are reaching record levels. Immigrants
now account for two thirds of the population growth in the 30 developed countries of the
OECD. Once homogenous societies are becoming distinctly multi-cultural.
Meanwhile, the gap widens between rich countries and poor. Populations explode and the
environment deteriorates. The nation-state itself is newly challenged by the influence of nonstate forces—including global crime and terrorism.
Whenever I sit down with leading thinkers and policy makers – I come away with a haunting
question. Why is it, given the scope of our collective learning – unprecedented in human
history – that we have such difficulty in controlling these developments? Why is our growing
intellectual mastery of the world so often accompanied in practice by a growing sense of
drift?
My response to that question focuses increasingly on the fact that democratic institutions
have not lived up to their potential. In both the developed and the developing world, the
promise of democracy has too often been disappointed.
For many centuries, enlightened people have argued that democracy was the key to social
progress. But today, that contention is in dispute.
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In countries where I am directly involved, the 21st century has already experienced at least a
half-dozen constitutional crises. The sad fact – hard to swallow and difficult to deny – is that
nearly forty percent of UN member nations are now categorized not merely as failed states –
but as “failed democracies.”
Our central challenge in this new century – as leaders and future leaders of our world – is to
renew the democratic promise.
The saving grace which democratic systems are most likely to possess, after all, is that they
are self-correcting. A system of public accountability still provides the best hope for change
without violence. And that virtue alone redeems the entire concept. It explains Churchill’s
famous view that democracy is the worst form of government, except for all others.
Our challenge is not to find alternatives to democracy, but to find more and better ways to
make democracy work.
In responding to that challenge today, I would like to make four observations – four
suggestions for addressing our democratic disappointments and advancing our democratic
hopes.
My comments involve, first, the need for greater flexibility in defining the paths to
democracy; secondly, the need for greater diversity in the institutions which participate in
democratic life; thirdly, the need to expand the public’s capacity for democracy; and finally,
the need to strengthen public integrity-- on which democracy rests. Let me say a few words
about each.
My first concern is that we must define the paths to democracy more flexibly. We like to say
that democracy involves a pluralistic approach to life – but too seldom do we take a
pluralistic approach to democracy. Too often, we insist that democracies must all follow a
similar script – evolving at a similar pace – without recognizing that different circumstances
may call for different constructs.
The ultimate recourse in any democracy must be to the concept of popular sovereignty. But
within that concept there is room for variation. One size need not fit all – and trying to make
one size fit all can be a recipe for failure.
The world’s most successful democracies have had widely differing histories – each taking its
own shape according to its own timetable.
How is power best divided and balanced? How should secular and spiritual allegiances
interact? How can traditional authority – even monarchical authority – relate to democratic
frameworks? How is the integrity of minority cultures and faith systems best reconciled with
majority rule?
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It is simplistic to wish that our democratic destinations should be similar – that they cannot
be reached by many paths. The democratic spirit of freedom and flexibility must begin with
our definitions of democracy itself.
Even as we think more flexibly about democracy, we should also consider a second goal:
diversifying the institutions of democratic life.
One of the reasons that governments often fail is that we depend too much on them. We
invest too many hopes in political promises and we entrust too many tasks to political
regimes.
Governments alone do not make democracy work. The most successful democracies are
those in which the non-governmental institutions of “civil society” also play a vital role.
Civil society is powered by private voluntary energies, but it is committed to the public good.
It includes institutions of education, health, science and research. It embraces professional,
commercial, labour, ethnic and arts organizations, and others devoted to religion,
communication, and the environment.
Sometimes, in our preoccupation with government, we discount the impact of civil society,
including the potential of constructive NGO’s. But we can no longer afford that outlook.
Meeting the realities of a complex world will require a strengthened array of civic
institutions. They spur social progress – even when governments falter, and because they are
so intimately connected to the public, they can predict new patterns and identify new
problems with particular sensitivity.
But such developments cannot be coerced. They require an encouraging, enabling
environment, supported by a broad public enthusiasm for social goals. And let me be clear: I
am here because I believe SIPA, with its annual outpouring of able graduates, can make an
enormous worldwide contribution to such a response.
The development of civil society can also help meet the rising challenge of cultural diversity.
As communities become more pluralistic in fact, they must also become more pluralistic in
spirit. A vibrant civil society can give diverse constituencies effective ways to express and
preserve their distinct identities, even as they interact with new neighbours.
We are often told that increased contact among cultures will inevitably produce a “Clash of
Civilizations,” particularly between Islam and the West. Such predictions could become selffulfilling prophecies if enough people believe them. But that need not, and must not, be the
case.
The true problem we face is what I would call a “Clash of Ignorance” – on both sides – one
which neglects, for example, a long history of respect and cooperation between Islamic and
Western peoples, and their respective civilisations.
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This is an appropriate place to recall how North American history was shaped over the
centuries by diverse cultural groups. In the future as in the past, such diversity can be an
engine of enormous creativity – if it is sustained by what I would call “a new cosmopolitan
ethic”. To encourage that process, the Aga Khan Development Network has recently
formed a partnership with the Government of Canada to create a new Global Centre for
Pluralism in Ottawa. Drawing on both the Ismaili experience and the pluralistic model of
Canada itself, the Centre recognizes that we cannot make the world safe for democracy
unless we also make the world safe for diversity – and that strengthening can be achieved by
the institutions of civil society. They can contribute significantly to that goal.
My third point involves the public capacity for democratic government. This is a problem we
too often treat with too much sentimentality, reluctant to acknowledge that democratic
publics are not always all-wise.
Inadequate public communication is part of the problem. Driven by short-term circulation
and profit goals, media increasingly tell audiences what they want to hear rather than what
they ought to hear. And what too many people want is not to be informed, but to be
entertained.
One result is the inadequacy of international news. I am told that world news now represents
a substantially lower percentage of mainstream American news than it did a generation ago.
Thanks to the Internet, specialists can get more information from more places than ever
before. But for the general public, in America and elsewhere, global information has
declined, while global involvements have expanded.
If better communication is one part of the answer, better education is another. This means,
above all, developing new curricula which will meet new demands – especially in developing
countries. We must do more to prepare the leaders of the 21st century for economic life in a
global marketplace, for cultural life in pluralistic societies, for political life in complex
democracies. Our system of Aga Khan-sponsored universities and academies is working
throughout the developing world to create new educational models. But the scale of our
work only begins to address the enormity of the challenge.
Improved communication and education can be helpful, but we also must be realistic about
public capabilities. I believe, for example, that publics are too often asked to vote on issues
that bewilder them. In recent months, both in Africa and in Asia – new national
constitutions have been left to the mercies of mass public referenda – posing complex,
theoretical issues well beyond the ability of politicians to explain, and publics to master. Nor
is this matter unique to the developing world. We saw a similar pattern last year when the
French public rejected a new European constitutional treaty that was 474 pages long.
Democracies need to distinguish responsibly between the prerogatives of the people and the
obligations of their leaders. And leaders must meet their obligations. When democracies fail,
it is usually because publics have grown impatient with ineffectual leaders and governments.
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When parliaments lack the structure or expertise to grapple with complex problems – or
when a system of checks and balances stymies action rather than refining it – then
disenchanted publics will often turn to autocrats. The UN Development Program recently
reported, for example, that 55 percent of those surveyed in 18 Latin American countries
would support authoritarian rule if it brought economic progress. There, in too many cases
progress and democracy have not gone hand in hand.
The best way to redeem the concept of democracy around the world is to improve the
results it delivers. Developed countries, rather than talking so much about democracy on the
conceptual level, must do more – much more – to help democracy work on a practical level.
Our goal must be “fully functioning democracies” – which bring genuine improvements in
the quality of life for their peoples. We must not force publics to choose between democratic
government and competent government.
This brings me to my final topic: the need for a sense of greater public integrity.
Expanding the number of people who share social power is only half the battle. The critical
question is how such power is used. How can we inspire people to reach beyond rampant
materialism, self-indulgent individualism, and unprincipled relativism.
One answer is to augment our focus on personal prerogatives and individual rights, with an
expanded concern for personal responsibilities and communal goals. A passion for justice,
the quest for equality, a respect for tolerance, a dedication to human dignity – these are
universal human values which are broadly shared across divisions of class, race, language,
faith and geography. They constitute what classical philosophers – in the East and West alike
– have described as human “virtue” – not merely the absence of negative restraints on
individual freedom, but also a set of positive responsibilities, moral disciplines which prevent
liberty from turning into license.
Historically, one of the most powerful resources for any culture has been the sense that it is
heading somewhere, that tomorrow will be better than today, that there is reason to embrace
what I would call “a narrative of progress.”
The right of individuals to look for a better quality of life within their own life-spans – and
to build toward a better life for their children – these are personal aspirations which must
become public values.
But a healthy sense of public integrity, in my view, will be difficult to nurture over time
without a strong religious underpinning. In the Islamic tradition, the conduct of one’s
worldly life is inseparably intertwined with the concerns of one’s spiritual life – and one
cannot talk about integrity without also talking about faith.
For Islam, the importance of this intersection is an item of faith, such a profound melding of
worldly concerns and spiritual ideals that one cannot imagine one without the other. The
two belong together. They constitute “a way of life.”
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From that perspective, I would put high among our priorities, both within and outside the
Islamic world, the need to renew our spiritual traditions. To be sure, religious freedom is a
critical value in a pluralistic society. But if freedom of religion deteriorates into freedom from
religion – then I fear we will soon be lost on a bleak and barren landscape – with no
compass or roadmap, no sense of ultimate direction.
I fully understand the West’s historic commitment to separating the secular from the
religious. But for many non-Westerners, including most Muslims, the realms of faith and of
worldly affairs cannot be antithetical. If “modernism” lacks a spiritual dimension, it will look
like materialism. And if the modernizing influence of the West is insistently and exclusively a
secularising influence, then much of the Islamic world will be somewhat distanced from it.
A deeply rooted sense of public integrity means more than integrity in government,
important as that must be. Ethical lapses in medicine and education, malfeasance in business
and banking, dishonesty among journalists, scientists, engineers, or scholars – all of these
weaknesses can undermine the most promising democracies.
Let me finally emphasize my strong conviction that public integrity cannot grow out of
authoritarian pronouncements. It must be rooted in the human heart and conscience. As the
Holy Quran says: “There is no compulsion in religion”. The resurgence of spirituality –
potentially such a positive force – can become a negative influence when it turns into selfrighteousness and imposes itself on others. Like all of the world’s great religions, Islam
warns against the danger of comparing oneself with God, and places primary emphasis on
the qualities of generosity, mercy and humility.
A central element in any religious outlook, it seems to me, is a sense of human limitation, a
recognition of our own creature-hood – a posture of profound humility before the Divine.
In that sensibility lies our best protection against divisive dogmatism and our best hope for
creative pluralism.
In conclusion, then, I would ask – as you move out from this University into a diverse and
demanding world – that you think about four considerations for renewing the promise of
democracy: defining democratic paths more flexibly; expanding the role of civil society;
increasing public capacities for self-governance; and strengthening our commitment to
public integrity.
In all these ways, I believe we can help restore confidence in the promise of democratic life,
affirming with pride our distinct cultural identities, while embracing with enthusiasm our
new global potentials.
To the graduants, my prayer is that God may guide you and accompany you as you fulfil
your destinies.
Thank You.
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